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Current Events 

Scholarships 

There are many local and regional scholarships available for our    

students.  We are continually updating our database.  To view the 

complete list of scholarships, students should go to their Naviance 

home page, click on the “Colleges” tab and then  click on the     

Scholarship List.   

 

 

 

 

SAT Prep Course 

In preparation for the November 5th  SAT test given at USCHS, the Counseling Depart-

ment is offering a six week Prep Course. The course runs Monday, September 26th 

through Thursday, November 3rd.  The cost is $250 for both Math and Reading/Writing 

or $175 for only one area. Registration forms are available online or in the Counseling 

Office.  Deadline is Friday, September 16th .  Registration will be honored after the 

deadline, however, the student will need to provide their own SAT book. Call x2290 for 

details. 

 

PSAT 

The PSAT will be given on Saturday, October 15th - we recommend that all 10th and 

11th graders take the test.  Registration forms are available online or in the Counseling 

Office.  Deadline is Friday, September 30th.  Stand by registration is available for a 

$55.00 test fee. 

 

STUDY SKILLS 

We will be offering a Study Skills class beginning September 12th from 2:30 - 3:00pm. 

The six week class discusses note-taking skills, time management, test-preparation, 

text anxiety and test-taking strategies.  If you would like for your child to participate, 

please ask him/her to stop in the counseling office to pick up the form, or download the 

form from the counseling webpage.  
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It turns out that students who take AP classes don’t actually get 

better college grades. 

 

As more students pursue college, high schools are becoming in-

creasingly bullish about enrolling students in    advanced classes. 

These courses, the standard refrain goes, will prepare young people 

for the rigor of higher   education and set them up for success as 

they embark on their college careers. 

 

Not so fast, say a pair of researchers in a new Brookings Institution 

blog post. “We found confirmatory evidence that advanced high-

school courses apparently do little to prepare students for success in college coursework,” write Gregory Feren-

stein, a former TechCrunch reporter (who has also written for The Atlantic), and Brad  Hershbein, a nonresident 

Brookings fellow and economist at the W.E. Upjohn Institute for Employment Research. 

 

The pair looked at thousands of high-school and college transcripts using the National Educational Longitudinal 

Study, a  nationally representative survey of about 25,000 students that began in 1988. They found that, when 

they controlled for things like race, gender, socioeconomic background, and standardized-test scores, the    

courses that students took in high school had very little impact on college grades. In other words, if Tom took an 

economics class in high school, even an  advanced one, and Joe did not, and then both young men enrolled in an 

economics course in college, they were likely to earn the same grade. Still, states are continuing to push more 

kids into advanced courses. “For some reason, the belief persists,” Hershbein said. 

 

That belief may persist in part because earning a good grade in a college course isn’t necessarily a student’s    

reason for   taking an AP class in the first place. A young person might take an AP class in high school so she can 

skip a similar course in college or bypass a subject entirely. But getting at what drives students to sign up for   

certain courses, advanced or otherwise, was beyond the scope of this research. 

 

While the authors were able to look at the first college class students took in a subject, it wasn’t clear whether 

the students had received college credit for doing well on an earlier AP exam. So if a student took a chemistry 

class in high school and then took Chemistry 101 as a college freshman and earned the same grade as another 

student in the class who had never set foot in a high-school chemistry course, the authors’ conclusion that high-

school coursework doesn’t predict college     success makes sense. But if a kid took AP Chemistry in high school 

and then jumped straight to a sophomore-level chemistry class, whether that kid earned a better grade might be 

less relevant than the fact that the high-school class saved him time and money by allowing him to skip ahead in 

college. And there is certainly variation in how teachers teach and what gets  included in, say, AP biology classes, 

meaning some advanced classes are likely more beneficial for students than others. 

 

Hershbein insists that he and Ferenstein aren’t arguing against sophisticated subject matter for kids who are 

ready to handle it. But the duo warn that the push to get more students into advanced classes is no definitive way 

to make sure students are prepared for college; it could ultimately harm kids who haven’t been adequately      

prepared for the material. “That’s not some sort of panacea where all of the sudden they will be college ready,” 

he said. 

 

 

 

 

Continued on next page 
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Instead, the pair thinks that if high schools want to prepare students for college, they should focus less on     

specific content and more on critical thinking and reasoning. Most students will forget the specifics of, say,    

mitosis shortly after they take their AP biology exam, but they might retain the broader concepts of conducting 

an experiment and presenting evidence. “It’s really the underlying skills that stay with people,” Hershbein said. 

That may be one reason that calculus seems to be the one exception in the research, where students who have 

exposure in high school benefit “mildly” in terms of better college grades. That’s “probably because it is based 

on cumulative learning to a greater extent than other subjects,” the authors note. 

 

While Hershbein and Ferenstein argue somewhat bluntly that high schools are currently teaching the “wrong 

things,” they note that, in theory, the Common Core’s relatively new emphasis on argumentative writing and   

reasoning (showing how you reach a conclusion, instead of simply stating what the answer is) could be a positive 

shift in the way students learn. But Hershbein thinks it’s too early to tell what the long-term impact will be and 

that the somewhat botched roll-out of the standards has dampened the public’s perception. 

 

The authors argue that while their research might sound dire, in reality, it might present an opportunity to bring 

more creativity and innovation to high-school instruction. Maybe a focus on non-cognitive skills, teamwork, or 

technical education would better prepare kids for college than a focus on mastering content they’ll soon forget, 

they posit. That shouldn’t mean eliminating all content, they clarify, but it should ease concerns that scaling 

back on drilling content to test new pedagogies will hurt kids. 

 

Hershbein thinks further exploration of the early-college idea, where students take courses for credit at a local 

community college while they’re in high school, makes sense because, where it’s working, colleges and high 

schools tend to collaborate on the curriculum and there’s a mutual understanding of the skills students need to 

succeed in college. 

 

Ashley Griffin, the director of K-12 research at the Education Trust, a nonprofit advocacy group that aims to help 

low-income children and students of color succeed, thinks the study raises “good questions.” But she pointed 

out that “there are a lot of ways to understand how students are successful in college and there are a lot of   

variables that go into that.” A separate report from Education Trust found that many high schools prioritize credit 

accrual over actual knowledge and skill development. That’s pretty similar to what Hershbein and Ferenstein are 

saying in their new post. But while the pair are advocating the rethinking of what exactly kids need to know to 

succeed in college, the Education Trust is focused on the fact that children from poor families, who are more 

likely to be Latino or black, are the least likely to complete the sequence of courses that many colleges look for 

when they are considering which students are prepared to succeed in college. In other words, even if, as this 

new research seems to suggest, success in those courses doesn’t translate to success in college, at the         

moment, a failure to complete them often means a rejection letter instead of admission, which can leave poor 

kids with few paths to prosperity. 

 

Hershbein acknowledges that overhauling the way the U.S. educates its high-school students is a huge prospect. 

And there’s a coordination issue; teaching schools, the K-12 education system, and colleges don’t do a great job 

right now of communicating with each other about what they want and need, he pointed out. “There’s a lot of 

inertia,”  he said. “I think there’s a fear and some paralysis about making any drastic changes.” 

Source:  Emily Deruy The Atlantic: Education Section 

When the Value of High School Is Exaggerated (cont) 
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Mental Health In Schools: A Hidden Crisis Affecting Millions Of Students 

You might call it a silent epidemic. 

 

Up to one in five kids living in the U.S. shows signs or symptoms of a mental health disorder in a given year.  So in a school 

classroom of 25 students, five of them may be struggling with the same issues many adults deal with: depression, anxiety, 

substance abuse. 

 

And yet most children — nearly 80 percent — who need mental health services won't get them.  Whether treated or not, the 

children do go to school. And the problems they face can tie into major problems found in schools: chronic absence, low 

achievement, disruptive behavior and dropping out.  Experts say schools could play a role in identifying students with prob-

lems and helping them succeed. Yet it's a role many schools are not prepared for. 

 

Educators face the simple fact that, often because of a lack of resources, there just aren't enough people to tackle the job. 

And the ones who are working on it are often drowning in huge caseloads. Kids in need can fall through the cracks. 

 

"No one ever asked me" 

 

Katie is one of those kids.  She's 18 now. Back when she was 8, she had to transfer to a different school in Prince George's 

County, Md., in the middle of the year.  "At recess, I didn't have friends to play with," she recalls. "I would make an excuse to 

stay inside with the teachers and finish extra work or do extra credit." 

 

We're not using Katie's last name to protect her privacy. She's been diagnosed with bulimia and depression. 

 

She says that in the span of a few months, she went from honor roll to failing. She put on weight; other kids called her "fat." 

She began cutting herself with a razor every day. And she missed a ton of school.  "I felt like every single day was a bad day," 

she says. "I felt like nobody wanted to help me."   

 

Katie says teachers acted like she didn't care about her schoolwork. "I was so invisible to them."  Every year of high school, 

she says, was "horrible." She told her therapist she wanted to die and was admitted into the hospital. 

 

During all this time, she says, not a single principal or teacher or counselor ever asked her one simple question: "What's 

wrong?"  If someone had asked, she says, she would have told them. 

 

Who should have asked?  We talked to educators, advocates, teachers and parents across the country. Here's what they say 

a comprehensive approach to mental health and education would look like. 

 

The family 

The role: The first place to spot trouble is in the home, whether that trouble is substance abuse, slipping grades or a child 

who sleeps too much. Adults at home — parents, siblings, other relatives — are often the first to notice something going on. 

 

The reality: Many families do not know what to look for. Sometimes a serious problem can be overlooked as "just a phase." 

But it's those sudden changes — angry outbursts, declining grades, changes in sleeping or eating — that can signal problems. 

When something unusual crops up, families can keep in close touch with the school. 

 

The teacher 

The role: During the week, many students see their teachers even more than their own families. Teachers are in a prime spot 

to notice changes in behavior. They read essays, see how students relate with other kids and notice when they aren't paying 

attention. 

 

The reality: Teachers already have a ton on their plates. They're pressured to get test scores up, on top of preparing lessons 

and grading assignments. Plus, many teachers receive minimal training in mental health issues. But when they do see some-

thing concerning, they can raise a flag. 

 

  

Continued on next page 
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Mental Health In Schools: A Hidden Crisis Affecting Millions Of Students (cont) 

The social worker 

The role: Social workers act like a bridge. If teachers come to them with a concern — maybe a child is acting withdrawn — 

one of the first things they'll do is call home. They see each child through the lens of their family, school and community. 

They might learn that a family is going through a divorce or homelessness. 

 

The reality: There aren't enough of them. According to one model, every school should have one social worker for every 250 

students. The reality is that in some schools, social workers are responsible for many more. 

 

The counselor 

The role: In some schools, counselors focus solely on academics: helping students pick classes and apply to college. But in 

others, they also act a lot like social workers, serving as a link to families and working with students who need support. 

 

The reality: Like school social workers, there just aren't enough counselors. On average nationwide, each counselor is re-

sponsible for nearly 500 students. The American School Counselor Association recommends a caseload nearly half that size. 

 

The special education teacher 

The role: Special education teachers may start working with students when a mental health problem affects the ability to do 

school work. They are primarily responsible for working on academic skills. 

 

The reality: Again, there aren't enough of them. Nearly every state has reported a shortage of special education teachers. 

Half of all school districts say they have trouble recruiting highly qualified candidates. 

 

The school psychologist 

The role: Here's one job that, on paper, is truly dedicated to student mental health. School psychologists are key players 

when it comes to crisis intervention and can refer students to outside help, such as a psychiatrist. 

 

The reality: If you sense a pattern here, you're right. In the U.S., there is just one school psychologist for every 1,400 stu-

dents, according to the most recent data available from the National Association of School Psychologists. 

 

The school nurse 

The role: Most any school nurse will tell you, physical and mental health are tough to separate. That puts nurses in a prime 

spot to catch problems early. For example: A kid who comes into the nurse's office a lot, complaining of headaches or stom-

ach problems? That could be a sign of anxiety, a strategy to avoid a bully, or a sign of troubles at home. 

 

The reality: The U.S. Department of Health and Human Services recommends at least one nurse for every 750 students, but 

the actual ratio across the country can be much higher. 

 

The principal 

The role: As the top dogs in schools, principals make the big decisions about priorities. They can bring in social-emotional, 

anti-bullying and suicide-prevention programs. 

 

The reality: Principals also have a lot on their plates: the day-to-day management of student behavior, school culture and 

teacher support. 

 

Getting help, and "excited for life"  Katie says things started to turn around for her when she met a nurse at the Children's 

National Health System in Washington, D.C., who finally showed interest in what was wrong.  Now, she's begun college and 

wants to be a pediatric nurse.  "I'm doing a lot better now" she says. " Obviously, I mean, I'm a lot happier. I'm excited for 

school. I'm excited to graduate. I'm excited for life." 

Source:  www.npr.org 
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“I’ve always had a pretty clear idea of what I want to do,” 

says Megan Lovely, a high school senior who hopes to be-

come a director someday. She’s already taking steps toward 

her career goal by interning with her school drama teacher, 

acting, and applying to colleges. 

 

If you’re still in high school, you may not be as sure of your 

vocation as Lovely is of hers. But, like Lovely, you can start 

thinking about—and planning for—your future before gradua-

tion. 

 

“Start exploring what you want to do when you’re a fresh-

man,” says Mark Danaher, a career counselor at Newington 

High School in Newington, Connecticut. “The high school 

years go very quickly.” 

 

Most people need some preparation before they’re ready for 

the workforce, and planning should begin long before it’s 

time to start a career. This could include taking technical 

courses during high school or, after graduating, attending a 

college or university to earn a certificate or a degree. Know-

ing what type of career preparation you need begins with 

thinking about what type of career you want. 

 

This article helps high school students plan for careers. The 

first section talks about exploring your interests. The second 

section highlights the importance of internships, jobs, and 

other opportunities for getting experience. The third section 

describes some education or training options, both in high 

school and afterward. The fourth section offers some 

thoughts on pursuing your dream career. And the final sec-

tion lists sources for more information. 

 

Explore your interests 

High school is a great time to start thinking about careers. 

“All your life you’ve been asked what you want to do when 

you grow up,” says Steve Schneider, a school counselor at 

Sheboygan South High School in Sheboygan, Wisconsin. “In 

high school, you start to work towards making that happen.” 

 

Many high schoolers don’t yet know what they want to do. 

And school counselors say that’s perfectly fine. In fact, stu-

dents are likely to change their minds multiple times, per-

haps even after they enter the workforce. And some of to-

morrow’s careers might not exist today. 

 

Settling on just one occupation in high school isn’t neces-

sary. But looking into the types of careers you might like can 

help set you up for success. “My feeling is that high school 

students don’t have to know the exact career they want,” 

says Danaher, “but they should know how to explore careers 

and put time into investigating them and learning about their 

skills and interests.” 

 

 

Learn about yourself 

Understanding what you enjoy—and what you’re good at—is 

the first step in exploring careers, say school counselors. “If 

you don’t know what you want to do, the question is, ‘What 

do you like to learn about?’” Schneider says. “If you really 

like science, what do you enjoy about it—the lab work, the 

research?” 

 

Use the answers to those questions to identify careers that 

may have similar tasks. High school junior Kate Sours, for 

example, loves spending time with kids as a babysitter and 

enjoys helping people. So she focused on those two interests 

when she began considering potential careers. 

 

It’s important to think about what you like to do, say school 

counselors, because work will eventually be a big part of 

your life. “The whole purpose of thinking about careers is so 

that when you go to the workforce, you wake up in the morn-

ing and look forward to going to work,” says Julie Hartline, a 

school counseling consultant at Cobb County public schools 

in Smyrna, Georgia. 

 

Identify possible careers 

Once you’ve thought about the subjects and activities you 

like best, the next step is to look for careers that put those 

interests to use. If you love sports, for example, you might 

consider a career as a gym teacher, recreational therapist, or 

coach. If you like math, a career as a cost estimator, ac-

countant, or budget analyst might be a good fit. 

 

But those aren’t the only options for people interested in 

sports or math. There are hundreds of occupations, and 

most of them involve more than one skill area. School coun-

selors, teachers, and parents can help point you in the direc-

tion of occupations that match your interests and skills. 

School counselors, for example, often have tools that they 

use to link interests and skills with careers. Free online re-

sources, such as My Next Move, also help with career explo-

ration. 

 

Another approach to identifying potential career interests is 

to consider local employers and the types of jobs they have. 

There are many jobs in manufacturing and healthcare near 

the high school where Schneider works, for example, so he 

often talks to students about the range of career options in 

those fields—from occupations that require a 6-week course 

after high school to those that require a bachelor’s or higher 

degree. 

 

Sours notes the importance of broadening, rather than nar-

rowing, possibilities when studying careers. “Keep an open 

mind,” she says, “because with some work, you might think, 

‘Oh, that’s a nasty job.’ But when you start exploring it, you 

might discover, ‘This is cool. I might want to do this.’” 

Continued on next page 

Career Planning for High Schoolers 
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Do your research 

After identifying possible occupations, you’ll want to learn 

more about them. Resources such as Career Outlook and 

the Occupational Outlook Handbook can help you get start-

ed. Other sources of information include career-day pro-

grams, mentoring, and opportunities offered through your 

school to learn more about the world of work. 

 

Talking directly to workers can help you get information 

about what they do. If you don’t know workers in occupa-

tions that interest you, ask people such as parents, friends, 

or teachers for their contacts. Some schools have business 

liaisons or coordinators who help put students in touch with 

employers—and school counselors can assist, too. These 

networking efforts might pay off later, even if opportunities 

aren’t available now. 

 

After you’ve found workers who are willing to help, talk to 

them on the phone, by email, or through online forums. 

Meet with them in person for informational interviews to 

learn more about what they do. Or ask if you can shadow 

them on the job to see what their daily work is like. 

 

To find out if you’ll really like an occupation, school counse-

lors say firsthand experience is indispensable. Sours, for 

example, shadowed her aunt, who works in a hospital as a 

physical therapist. Sours liked the hospital environment so 

much that she attended a week-long nursing camp, where 

she got to see the many tasks that nurses do. “I had so 

much fun, and I learned so much,” she says about both ex-

periences. 

 

Get experience 

If job shadowing gives you a taste of what an occupation is 

like, imagine how helpful getting experience could be. Stu-

dents can begin getting career-related experiences in high 

school through internships, employment, and other activi-

ties. 

 

Taking part in different experiences is another step toward 

helping you to figure out what you like—and what you don’t. 

These experiences may teach valuable job skills, such as 

the importance of arriving on time.  

 

But, say school counselors, students need to remember that 

school takes priority over other pursuits. “It’s a good idea to 

get experience while you’re a student,” says Hartline, “but 

not at the expense of academic success.” Danaher agrees. 

“School should be your full-time job,” he says. 

Internships 

 

At some schools, students seek out internships on their 

own. Academic credit may not be awarded, but gaining 

hands-on experience can still be worthwhile. Check with 

your school counselor to see if opportunities exist at your 

school. 

 

 

Jobs 

Summer or part-time employment is another way to get ex-

perience. Paid jobs allow you to earn money, which can help 

you learn how to budget and save for future goals or ex-

penses. 

 

For some students, summer is a great time to explore ca-

reers through employment. As the chart shows, young peo-

ple worked in a variety of industries in July 2014, according 

to the Bureau of Labor Statistics (BLS). 

 

Hartline advises that students who work during the school 

year start with a few hours and build from there, once they 

find it won’t interfere with their studies. “For some students, 

work is a motivator. For others, it’s a distractor,” she says. 

 

Regardless of when or where they work, school counselors 

say, students who pursue employment can learn from it. “I 

think there’s no substitute for any type of work experience,” 

says Michael Carter, director of college counseling at St. 

Stephen’s and St. Agnes School in Alexandria, Virginia. 

“Without experience, it’s hard for students to appreciate 

what type of career they’d like to have because it’s all hypo-

thetical.” 

 

Other activities 

You can participate in other activities in high school that 

may spark a career interest. Examples include yearbook 

committee, science club, and debate team. 

Volunteers picking up trash 

 

By joining groups that involve community service and lead-

ership opportunities, such as student government or honor 

societies, you can hone work-related skills or interests. At-

tending a camp in a subject area that interests you, such as 

engineering or writing, can help you focus on academic 

skills that may lead to a career. 

 

Some student organizations aim to promote career readi-

ness. SkillsUSA, DECA, and the Future Business Leaders of 

America are just a few of the national-level groups that 

might have student chapters at your high school. 

 

Volunteering allows you to serve your community and bol-

ster your experience. Religious institutions, local nonprofits, 

and government agencies are among the many organiza-

tions that use volunteers to fill a variety of roles. 

 

In addition to encouraging you to meet like-minded people 

and develop your interests, these activities also show future 

employers and postsecondary schools that you are motivat-

ed and engaged.   And the more you shape your thoughts 

about a career, the better you'll know how to prepare for it. 

Career Planning for High Schoolers  (cont) 

Source:  http://www.bls.gov/careeroutlook/2015/article/career-planning-for-high-schoolers.htm 
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Trends in substance use among high school athletes  

suggests increase of prescription pain medication usage 

 

Newly published research from Journal of Child & Adolescent Substance Abuse 

(Routledge) reports on the current trends of substance use by high school student 

athletes and notes an increase in the use of prescription pain medications among 

football players. "High School Sports Participation and Substance Use: Differences 

by Sport, Race, and Gender," conducted by Bryan E. Denham of Clemson Universi-

ty, is now available online with Free Access. 

 

 

In the United States, alcohol and marijuana use continue to threaten the collective health of American teenagers. 

At least half of the students enrolled in U.S. high schools consume alcohol. Furthermore, while the term "hard drug" 

often applies to illicit substances such as cocaine or LSD, it also now pertains to prescription pain relievers or anal-

gesics (e.g. methadone, opium, morphine, and codeine). "The study seeks to account for multiple determinants of 

substance use before attempting to draw substantive conclusions about sport-specific patterns," wrote Denham. 

 

For the research, Denham cross-tabulated quantitative data collected from the answers of 2273 high school sen-

iors who participated in the 2009 Monitoring the Future survey, sponsored by the National Institute on Drug Abuse 

(NIDA) and conducted at the Institute for Social Research at the University of Michigan. This study divided the data 

based on gender and included two categorical factors -- race and competitive sports participation. Male partici-

pants in these sports were interviewed: baseball, basketball, football, soccer, swimming and diving, and track and 

field. Female participants in these sports were interviewed: softball, basketball, soccer, swimming and diving, track 

and field, and volleyball. 

 

The results did find a few common trends, some of which included: student athletes generally partake in illicit sub-

stance use more frequently than non-competitors, potentially due to assimilation with their peer groups. Among all 

of the sports studied, football players use the most illegal substances. Males consume more illegal substances 

than females. White students use substances more than African American and Hispanic classmates. Most reveal-

ing, 12 percent of males and 8 percent of females reported using analgesics in the past year, an increase from pre-

vious surveys. 

 

"I've studied the use of performance-enhancing substances in sports for about 15 years, and this study extended 

that line of research to mind-altering substances," said Denham. "Alcohol has always been available, as has mariju-

ana, but young people also may look to stronger drugs for euphoric effects. If prescription pain relievers are over-

prescribed in certain regions, their use may trickle down to adolescents. Use of narcotic pain relievers may become 

a habit with some adolescent athletes." 

 
Source:  https://www.sciencedaily.com 
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We’re on the Web! 

www.uscsd.k12.pa.us 

Upper St. Clair High School 
Counseling     Department 
1825 McLaughlin Run Rd 
Upper St. Clair, PA  15241 
Phone: 412-833-1600 
Fax:  412-851-2069 
E-Mail:  uscsd.k12.pa.us 

Sunday Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday Saturday 

    1 

Senior Meeting 

12 Grade Parent 
Meeting @ HS 7-9 

2 

PSAT Registration 
Begins 

 

3 

4 5 

 

Labor Day 

No School 

6 7 8 9 10 

 

ACT @ alternate 
location 

11 12 

 

Financial Aid Night 

HS Theater 7-9 

13 14 15 

 

High School Open 
House 

Early Dismissal 

16 17 

 

18 19 20 21 

 
22 23 

PSAT Regular    
Registration Ends 

 

24 

25 26 

 

SAT Prep 

27 28 29 

 

SAT Prep 

30 

PSAT Late  

Registration Ends 

 

       

COUNSELING CALENDAR                                              September 2016 

 
Selective Service Registration 
Federal law requires all young men to register for Selective Service within 30 days of their 18th birthday.  Registration information can be 
obtained on-line at www.sss.gov. 

Dates are subject to change as necessary. 

TESTING DATES 
SAT I and SAT Subject Tests Dates Regular Registration Deadline Late Registration Deadline 

October 1, 2016 September 1, 2016 September 13/20, 2016 

November 5, 2016 (@USC) October 7, 2016 October 18/25, 2015 

December 3, 2016 November 3, 2016 November 15/22, 2015 

January 21, 2017 December 21, 2016 January 3/10, 2016 

March 11, 2017 (@USC) February 10, 2017 February 21/28, 2016 

May 6, 2017 April 7, 2017 April 18/25, 2016 

June 3, 2017 May 9, 2017 May 16/24, 2016 

ACT Test Date ACT Registration Deadline ACT Late Registration Deadline 

September 10, 2016 August 5, 2016 August 6-9, 2016 

October 22, 2016 September 16, 2016 September 17-30, 2016 

December 10, 2016 November 4, 2016 November 5-18, 2016 

February 11, 2017 January 13, 2017 January 14-20, 2017 

April 8, 2017 March 3, 2017 March 4-17, 2017 

June 10, 2017 (@ USC) May 5, 2017 May 6-19, 2017 


